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This lecture is given in parallel of the
Practical Work: Open the project
“SPINE_LabWork1.spis”

For further information, please see the
SPIS Technical Note 01: USER MANUAL & QUICK START
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Don not hesitate to the embeded editer, Jext!
Edit -> File Editor

•Fully multi-platform
•Syntactic colorisation (Python, Java)
•Useful for:
•Edit files and scripts (e.g CAD files,
scenarios)
•Control data
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JyConsole, the integrated Jython/Python console
Click on the

JyConsole

icon.

•SPIS-UI provides an advanced
Jython/Python console, called
JyConsole, providing
•An access to all data shared in

memory
•An object oriented completion
capability on all level of language
(Python, Java,native through JNI....)
•To perform processing scripts
•To execute directly commands and
Tasks

To access to the object oriented completion, just type: ctr+space
To load scripts, just type: ctr+click inside the console, this will
give a contextual menu.
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Units Converter

•Useful to:

•Compute common characteristic scales, like Debye length
•Convert units (e.g. PicUp3D’s units)
•Quit computation (like a simplified spreadsheet)
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Data Bus Cleaner
Data Bus -> clean Data Bus menu

•All data are stored in memory
through the central Common
Data Bus.
•The Data Bus Cleaner can be
used to reset individually or
globally each data of the
framework.
•Useful to reset DataFields and
MeshFields.

BE CAREFUL! A wrong use can
corrupt your model and results!
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Memory monitor
Tools -> Memory Monitor

•Useful to:

•control the memory cost of your
simulation.
•Identify the memory bottlenecks
and leaks.

•The monitoring time step can
be adjusted.
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Where to find more information ?
Help -> Online Help

And please use the forums!

•SPIS provides its own

documentation under HTML and
PDF format.
•The embedded documentation
contains:
•The SPIS-UI User Manual
•The SPIS-NUM manual
•API documentation
•Various developers documentation
•Additional information are
available on the LibreSource
platform of SPINE:
Please see: http://www.spis.org
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How to export DataFields into ASCII formats ?
Use the DataField Manager

•Use the DataFields Manager:

•1) select the data
•2) Click on export to ACII
•3) Select the name of the output file

Data
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End of the first part
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